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    结语对全文进行总结。 
 

















Tang poetries and Sone Ci were the most outstanding and representative 
literature style.The relationship between them was very close.especially the poetries 
in the Late Tang Dynasty.The Tang poetries had been its palmy days before that time 
and the Ci had been appear constantly.Among the most distinguished poets,Li 
Shangyin was been paid more attention,while little people notice the relationship 
between Du Mu and Song Ci.Ci in Northern Song Dynasty was the foundation of it in 
Southern Song Dynasty.So it is importance to study Du Mu’s affection in the authors 
in Song Dynasty. 
This article is divided into three parts of introduction、text body and summary. 
The introduction introduces meaning of the topic、definition of study, research 
history and present status in the affection of Tang poetries to Song Ci. Three chapters 
in body parts: 
    Chapter one investigate the impression of people in Song Dynasty to Du Mu and 
the situation of their acceptance for that Du Mu himself.We could get a conclusion 
that they thought Du Mu as a talented and romantic poet according the records in 
poetries notes at that time.Lots of his love affairs were people in Song quoted in their 
Ci.The opinion about Du Mu’s writing were summarized in three points:the graceful 
but not showy way to write,the unconventional dissolute content and the arguments 
about his history writings.And a sheet would show the contents about the reference. 
     Chapter two is a Summary statements of that situation about that acceptance 
and the correspondence analysis about their method of reference and the most 
allusions they liked.The method was divided as four parts including cutting and 
rechanging the structure of the words and sentences even whole article. 
The third chapter makes a concrete analysis of the different features between 















his character,personal experience identified with Du Mu most.Zhou Bangyan was 
good at having salutary lessons from all quotable poets in Tang Dynasty.He had not a 
preference for Du Mu.While Qin Guan admitted that he was alike with Du Mu in 
disposition when he was young.His disposition influenced his poetries.Last but not 
least,Huang Tingjian liked Du Mu’s Mountain Qi climbing on Double Ninth 
Festival the most.He propounded the theory of Creating Ci in the Style of Poem,He 
used that poetry to express his magnanimous and open-minded. 
Summary give the conclusion of this paper. 
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